People-Mob-Caste

PEOPLE
Church

Front

Numbers & Intelligence.

• Union (wage-earner);
• Party (woman);
• Club (youth).

Kindred-Urban.
Matterists-Spiritists.

1 Allies of the People.

a Friends of the People.

MOB

2 Burden on Earth.

b SIMPLETONS.

c Accomplices of the Caste.

3 Toys of the Caste.

CASTE
Grand
Lodge (1)
(1) see “Circles”.

Mafia

• Spongers (Economy);
• Thugs (Politics);
• Scabs (2) (Societies).

(2) “Officials”, administrators.

Money & Weapons.
Demon-crats/Nazis.
Humanists (!)/Racialists.
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The Genuine, the Liars,
and the In-betweeners
A  The Genuine are the PEOPLE . The sworn enemy of the commanding Caste.
The People = Church + Front (at parity). The Front = neo-Prehistos (Kindred and
Political societies). The People foreshadows Anar-Comm, the community of LibertyEquality, i.e. free from Money and Weapons. It is the 3rd species of the human race in
motion.
The people is almost nothing now. It will still be a minority when liberating a
continent.
B  The Liars are the CASTE . The sworn enemy of the dominated People. The
Caste = ruling Barbarians + Rabble (underclass, underworld enrolled).
The Caste is actually not much: at most 5%. Even when rendered harmless, those
“slavers” will still attempt to “avenge themselves”.
•••
The MOB lies between those minorities. It is a good thing to distinguish:
1  The Allies of the People. They do not even understand themselves. In
the same way that their ancestors (Orthodox Living Prehistory) didn’t understand
themselves. But the latter “were right to err” and found themselves on the offensive,
while Pol-Pot and Bin Laden, Savitri Devi and the Neturei Karta, albeit authentic antiCaste activists, are Heterodox and on the defensive.
2  The Burden-on-Earth. They lie to themselves, in varying degrees. They
make up the overwhelming majority of the Mob, and consequently of the population.
To make sure that the Burden-on-Earth will throw off their present condition by
themselves sums up the Social Issue. Indeed, the toppling of the Caste is but a detail.
Yet let’s remind ourselves of the fact that Socialist Democracy and Communism have
broken their teeth on the problem’s bottom.
There are three levels in this Marsh, or social Plain (see 1789):
a) The Friends of the People. They are not Allies, for the simple reason that they
do not know what it means to be an Activist, a soldier to the Cause... despite the illusions
they may harbour about it. They are therefore beneficent, but only second-hand and
without any great merit. Their numbers totally depend on social temperature. They
are contaminated by factionalism and move easily from Exaltation to Despondency
(Lenin). These people can thus make a lot more noise than their actual importance
justifies. We are here eventually dealing with a special category of Burden-on-Earth,
torn between Allies of the People and Simpletons.

b) The Simpletons. They are a burden-of-earth in the strict sense. Yet they are
the “belly”, the hunk of the Mob. Isn’t “Simpleton” a fitting name for those people? The
proof is in France: those same people who, in a single impulsion, jammed the streets to
cheer, successively, Blum in 1936, Pétain in 1940 and De Gaulle in 1944.
There is nothing we can blame the Simpletons for. Why should they be ashamed
of their social non-accountability, given that the existing order reminds them, each
moment and with the greatest energy, that they will never collectively lay claim to
come at the ranks of “those who count”, the “deciders”, the high society of scoundrels,
self-proclaimed “elites”.
In these conditions, would it be a wager to preach the substitution of the present
domination of Integral Barbarism by Anar-Comm? Not at all. You only need consider
the following to convince yourself of it: 1) It is precisely the responsibility of the People –
and directly of the Front – to make sure that the burden-on-earth throw off their present
condition by themselves. 2) Without the conquest by the People of the sympathetic
neutrality of the burden-on-earth, there is no hope of salvation for humanity. 3) After
victory, we shouldn’t delude ourselves as to the extent of the progress made at that
time by the Simpletons.
c) Accomplices of the Caste. They make up the lower fringes of the burden-onearth. They constitute a pair of opposites with the Friends of the People: these are the
pseudo-activists (as such distinct from the unpretentious flabby Simpletons). Their
importance must not be overrated; their pro-Caste dilettantism is unsteady.
We must see the Accomplices of the Caste as well disposed wrongdoers, simply torn
between the Simpletons and the Toys of the Caste as such.

3  The Toys of the Caste. They are addicted to Integral Heathenism. Their
opinions are violently opposed to their own interest. Indeed, they offer their services
to the Caste although they do not draw any substantial advantage from it. They are
Activists, as opposed to mere Accomplices of the Caste, but are also an integral part
of the Mob, as opposed to the high and low Underworld (absolute dropouts, human
dregs).
How come there are such people as Toys of the Caste? It is because the People has
not risen yet; because the Allies of the People are not any more trustworthy than them
in comparison with the might of the commanding Caste; and because they are duped
by the faked hostility between Demon-crats and Nazis. Hence former members of
the Rote Front (Red Front) ending up in the Sturm Abteilung (Storm Section). The
paradox of the Toys of the Caste is that they believe in what they do; while the “Top
Civil Servants” have the knack for seeing which way the wind is blowing, and staking
out their position on both sides!
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